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Fig. S1. Simulated flow (flow mod) - with baseflow component (bflow mod) - in comparison with observed flow (flow obs) obtained forcing the model with observed rainfall (rain obs) for the 22 watersheds and Jan-1989 event. For watersheds short names see Table 1
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Fig. S2. Simulated flow (flow mod) - with baseflow component (bflow mod) - in comparison with observed flow (flow obs) obtained forcing the model with observed rainfall (rain obs) for the 22 watersheds and Nov-1994 event. For watersheds short names see Table 1.
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Fig. S3. Simulated flow (flow mod) - with baseflow component (bflow mod) - in comparison with observed flow (flow obs) obtained forcing the model with modelled rainfall (rain wrf) for the 22 watersheds and Jan-1989 event. For watersheds short names see Table 1.
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Fig. S4. Simulated flow (flow mod) - with baseflow component (bflow mod) - in comparison with observed flow (flow obs) obtained forcing the model with modelled rainfall (rain wrf) for the 22 watersheds and Nov-1994 event. For watersheds short names refer to Table 1.
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